Such problems mentioned above are reflected in the recent (1979) court decision against sears on Affirmative Action 4 . The case could be interpreted to involve a situation where a business entity believes it is doing "enough" for society (Minorities), but is being over pressured to do more than that.
Also, currently (1979) a fragment of southern Christian Leadership Conference (Atlanta Chapter) under State Representative Hosea Williams, is holding a campaign of customer boycott on Church"s Fried Chicken in Atlanta. Below is an excerpt from the demand they are making on church"s Chicken.
"… Due to the fact blacks buy 80% of Church"s Chicken (White folks buy only 20%), we demand that church"s do 50% (not 80% they are entitled to), but only 50% of their buying from Black contractors build 50% of their new stores and refinish 50% of their old stores." 5a In defense, church"s Fried chicken says they "contribute to Ebenezer Baptist Church, professional Athletes" Wives, Atlanta Hawks Photo Night, V -103 Disco, support United Nergo College Fund, and had Life Memberships in SCLC and the NAACP ($500 for Life)." 5b
Study Concentration:
In view of the foregoing, this study will seek to derive a means of measuring business standings in contributions to societal benefit relative to their growth rates.
Study Significance
The result of the study is aimed at being employed to resolve issues (controversies) such as is confronting Churches currently. Specifically, the application of the study results would help determine whether Church"s has contributed "enough" to the society (Black populace) in terms of employment.
1.4.1
Sub -Problems Involved: The Pursuit of this study calls for solving three sub -problems, Viz: (a) The development of a rod for measuring social benefits (b) The difficulty of quantifying certain societal benefits (c) Ensuring universal applicability of the measuring rod derived in (a) above.
Commencing in solving these problems, we are constrained to espouse a working theory that observed linkage between Employment and Earnings. This is shown in SECTION II
II.

Section B 2.1 Theory of the Relationships among Labour Sales and Number of Employees Engaged
2.1.1
As labour expenses get increasingly bigger, there would be a tendency for a business entity to cut back costs which could be done through the following ways: (1) Lay -offs (2) Firings (3) Refusal to hire new employees Logically then, in the long run, labour expense would be inversely related to number of employees engaged. Mathematically stated:
Where k is a constant, e≠ 0; e = no. of employees 1 = labour expenses per hour
2.1.2
On the other hand, as sales increasingly get bigger, there would be the tendency for the business entity to hire more employees.
Logically then, in the long run, sales would be directly related to number of employee engaged. Where k is a constant, e = no. of employees S = annual sales.
2.1.3
By ratio principles, equations (1) and (2) In the long run, the Annual Sales of a business entity would tend to be related to its labour expenses per hour, and to the square of its number of employees.
Hypothesis
If the Annual Sales level is known and the labour expenses per hour for a given business entity, the expected number of employees are, can be determined as follows: EXHIBIT I Graph of Annual Sales against Labour Expenses Gradient of connecting line = e Number of Employees (e) -The sum total of wage earners engaged by a business entity.
Definition Of Relevant Terms
2.3.4
Long Run -For the purpose of this study, long run is a representation of number of periods infinitely large.
2.3.5
Business Entity -An organization constructed for profit -making among other objectives.
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Limitations Of The Test Statistics
While the test statistic would prove useful in measuring the degree of a given company"s contribution to employment, following limitations are discernible: (a) It could not measure the quality of merchandise sold (i.e, whether beneficial or non-beneficial to society) (b) It could not be used when e = 0 (i.e, when the given business entity has no employees).
Reason: Since S = Le In order to test a company"s degree of contribution to societal benefit, such as employment, the following steps constitute the "sesame":
Base Year
Step I: Pick a base year and state it e.g, 19 x 1.
Step II: Compute the hypothesized value of the number of employees.
Expected of a given company, based on equation (3) formula: "e 1 " = √(S/L) = ∑e 1 , for the base year selected in step 1.
Step III: Compare actual value of e 1 as found from company personnel records with the hypothesized value ∑e 1 , computed in Step 1.
Step IV: Based on the comparison carried out in Step III above, draw a conclusion as to whether company"s contribution is: (a)
At par with ∑e 1 (b)
Below ∑e 1 (c) Above ∑e 1 Step V: Classify company as follows: If the result in Step III shows that the company"s contribution level is of category (a) or (c), then it is classified as either "not under -contributing"; given that e 1 = e1 or "over contributing"; given that ∑e 1 < e 1 . On the other hand, if the company"s contribution is of category (b) in Step III, then it is classified as: "under contributing". i e ∑e 1 > e 1
3.1.3Year following Base Year
Step I-B State the year immediately following the base year (19 x 1) selected in Base Year. In this case, it would be 19 x 2.
Step II-B Determine the percentage increase in sales between end of the base year (December 31, 19 X 1 ), and the end of the year that comes immediately after the base year (December 31, 19x2), as follows:
Increase in Sales Sales figure of base year x 100% Step III-B with the percentage figure determined in step II-B, ∑e1 namely the expected increase in ∑e 1 (i.e., company"s social responsibility) -based on sales growth -is computed as follows: e = (% sales growth between end of Hypothesized 1 19x1 and 19x2) x ∑e1)
Step IV-B Add ∑e + ∑e1 to compute the total number employees expected for the current year, namely ∑e 2 " i.e., ∑e 2 = ∑e 1 + ∑e 1 Step V-B ∑e 2 becomes the new test statistic for the given company. Compare ∑e with actual e 2 from company personnel records and draw conclusion, accordingly.
Step VI-B Classify the company along the same pattern as was used in Base Year. Note: Should one decide to carry on the test to subsequent year, 19x2 becomes the base year for 19x3; 19x3 the base year for "19x4; etc. 1 Actual e 1 = 300 (from Exhibit I) ∑e 1 = 269 = par Conclusion: Motown"s contribution to employment in 1976 is above par.
Data Source
Step IV: Classify Motown based on conclusion drawn in Step III.
Actual e 1 = 300 ∑e 1 = 269 +31 employees (Motown"s "over-contribution")
4.3
Step Step III-B: Compute ∑e 1 = 22.8% of 269 = 61.3, i.e., 61
Step IV-B: Compute ∑e 2 = ∑e 1 + ∑e 1 = 251 + 61 = 312
Step V-B:
Compare ∑e 2 with actual e 2 Actual e 2 = 300 ∑e 2 = 312 -par
Observation: Motown"s contribution to employment for 1977 is below par. Step VI-B:
Classify Motown: Actual e 2 = 300 ∑e 2 = 312 01 Motown"s "under -contribution" ≈ -12
Step I-C: Year immediately after = 1978
Step Step III-C:Since Motown sales fell from $61.4 million in 1977 to $58 million in 1978, the expected change in number of people employed will be negative. That means Motown is entitled to layoff some employee if need be. The computation of the decrease goes as follows: -∑e2 = -5.53% of 312 -17 (possible no. to be laid off)
Step IV-C:
Compute ∑e 3 ∑e 3 = -∑e2 = ∑e 2 = -17 + 312 = 295
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Step V-C: Compare ∑e 3 with e 3 Actual e 3 = 300 ∑e 3 = 300 -295 (over contribution)
4.5Observation:
Motown"s contribution to employment for 1978 is above par.
Step VI-C: Classify Motown Industries" contribution for 1978. Actual e3 = 300 ∑e3 = 295 employment (Motown"s "over-contribution) 
4.7Exhibit iii Observation: Contribution is shaped concave up Sales
Observation: Contribution is shaped concave up
Overall Evaluation of Motown's Contribution
On the score card, the figures revealed that Motown is quite "above par" in contributions to societal benefit. However, the graphical representation of sales in the three-year period and over/under-contributions in the same period (see exhibit III) reveal a number of factors worth taking into consideration in evaluation of Motown. These are: (1) Motown had a comparatively low sales figure in 1976 but a comparatively high over-contribution; then, (2) In 1977, though sales increased by as much as 22.8%, Motown under-contributed to employment. (3) In 1978, the sales figure fell by about 5.53% yet Motown increased its contribution to attain "above par" status. In view of the foregoing, Motown could be said to be contributing its fair share to societal benefit in terms of fighting unemployment. Now, this is not an absolute statement.
Alternative Measure for √(S/L)
√(s/l) could be adjusted using the average measure of L which is Zero + L = L 2 2 Therefore, bipolar measure for expected number of employees (∑e) would be: √(S/L) ≥ ∑e ≤ √(s/1/2L)
Where "x" is actual number of employees which is expected to fall between the two measures namely: lower limit and upper limit respectively. Based on the foregoing, we can now redo the test for Motown Corporation USA at the base year. Lower Limit = 269 as computed before Upper Limit =√ (50000000/2.30 x 300 days/2) = 381 Therefore the acceptable range for Motown Corporation USA is: L: 269≤ x ≤381 If it falls below the range, Motown would be sanctioned accordingly. But if it falls above the range, it should be justified to receive tax credit based on yet to be determined mode. It is suggested to the reader to test other companies in Exhibit I along the lines followed for Motown. This would enable him or her to evaluate the level of contribution ascribable to each. Since number of employees falls outside the acceptable range and slightly smaller than the lower limit the bank should be sanctioned and encouraged to make up for the deficiency of 2325 -2285 = 60 b.
V. Section D
Validation of the Theory on Measuring Rod's Basis Using Regular Hypothesis Testing Techniques
Namely: (i) Correlation and Regression (ii) Student t statistic
Hypothesis
The bank should not layoff any staff for now. Since actual number of employees is 2000 which falls outside the acceptable range and below the lower limit then the FCMB should be sanctioned accordingly and encouraged to make up the deficiency of 2775 -2000 = 775 b.
First City Monument Bank (FCMB)
It should not be allowed to layoff any staff for now 
Summary of Six Nigerian Major Bank Contribution to Employment Test
